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To ally/ham, it 71mg] concern: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES H. HANSEN, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident of 
Racine, in the county of Racine and State of 
Wisconsin, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Awnings; and I do 
hereby declare that the ‘following is a full, 
clear, and exact description thereof. 
My invention relates to movable awnings; 

and it consists in certain peculiarities of con 
struction and combination of. parts, as will be 
fully set forth hereinafter and subsequently 
claimed. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a vertical cen 

tral' sectional view through an awning and 
frame embodyingmypresentinvention. Fig. 
2 is a view of the awning-roller with said awn 
ing rolled thereon and showing the travelers, 
cord-spools, and adjacent parts at each end 
of said roller partly in section. Fig. 3 is a de 
tail View ofthe upper end of one of the in 
termediate weighted rods with the adjacent 
parts of the awning and frame shown in sec 
tion. Fig. 4 is a View of my device looking in 
the direction indicated by the arrows in Fig. 
1 with the awning partially rolled up and 
broken away in part to illustrate details of 
construction below the same and with the 
traveler-bar brackets partly in section on the 
line 4 4 of Fig. 1. Fig. 5 represents detail 
views of portions of the frame and operating 
cords. Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional view 
of the awning-roller. Figs.- 7, 8, and 9 are 
transverse sectional views thereof, taken, re 
spectively, on the planes indicated by the lines 
7 7, 8 8, and 9 9 in Fig.6. 
Referring to the drawings, A, Fig. 1, repre 

sents the outer wall of the building or struc 
ture to which my said device is attached, and 
B 0 represent upper and lower brackets pro 
jecting from said wall, one each of said brack 
ets being shown in said Fig. 1. Secured to 
each bracket Bis one end of the upper part D 
of atraveler-bar D E, the meeting ends‘of said 
parts D E being beveled and secured together 
by hinge-plates b b, (one plate being removed 
in said Fig.1, but bothbeing shown “in Fig.1 
Zl.) The said parts D of the traveler-bars are‘ 
furthersupported by braces 0, connected to 
the said wall‘A. The extreme outer ends of 
the parts E have secured thereto the brackets 
F, having curved upward-projecting portions 

f and lower projecting portions cl 6. To each ' 
bracket 0 is pivotally attached one end of the 
part G of what I term the “support-bar,” 
which is vertically in line with the traveler 
bar above. II represents the outer end of 
said support-bar, and same is made of channel 
iron, so as to receive the adjacent end of the 
part G, this part H being pivotally connected 
to the projecting portion 61 of the bracket F 
and having a longitudinal slot C, through 
which and through a hole near the adjacent 
end of the part G there is passed a 'bolt h, so 
that after adjustment the two‘ parts of the 
support-bar G H can be securely bolted to 
gether and held‘ by a nut on said bolt 72., as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

I I represent the ‘travelers, which move 011 
the inclined traveler-bars D E D E and carry 
the awning - roller hereinafter described. 
Each traveler I is mounted on a pair of 
grooved wheels 01 i, which ride upon the part 
E of the traveler-bar, the lower part of said 
traveler being divided into two plates, so as 
to receive said wheels between them, said 
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plates straddling the part E of the traveler- - 
bar and one of said plates terminating in a 
central downward-projecting arm j, having 
an outwardly-turned lower end. The lower 
or outer end of each traveler I is formed with 
fork branches 7; 7a, which are adapted to strad; 
dle the partf of the bracket F at the down= 
ward limit of travel of said traveler, and, 
further, the end of the traveler between said 
fork branches is made in rounded convex 
shape to snugly engage against the corre 
sponding rounded concave surface of the up 
ward-projecting portion f of the bracket F, 
as best shown in Fig. 1. The upper or inner 
end of each traveler I is provided with two 
lugs 'm and n for the hereinafter-described 
cord and chain connections. 

J J represent sprocket-wheels secured to 
the outer ends of shafts 0 0, which are mount 
ed in hearings in the brackets B B, the inner 
ends of said shafts telescopically engaging 
with a tube 19, forming therewith a longitu 
dinally-adjustable shaft, set-screws q q 'serv 
ing to secure the parts 0 0 p rigidly together 
after the desired adjustment, so, as to make 
said parts practically one shaft. 
K K represent sprocket-chains extending 

from the lugs '71 n on the travelers I I to and 
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over the described sprocketwvheels J J and 
carrying weights L L at their upper ends to 
nearly counterbalance the weight of the trav 
elers and awning-roller. 

I will next describe the preferred construc 
tion of theawning-roller, as shown in detail 
in Figs. 6 to 9, inclusive. This roller is pref 
erably made in two sections, which telescopic 
ally engage with each other, so as .to permit 
longitudinal adjustment according to the 
width of the particular awning to be em 
ployed. Each section of said roller is com 
posed of a number (preferably four) of bars 
of T-iron held in place by suitable disks and 
bands. In the drawings, M represents the 
outer end disk of one section, and N the outer 
end disk of the other section, with journals 
or arbors (marked 1‘ and 10, respectively) pro 
jecting therefrom. The bars of the ?rst sec 
tion are marked 8 s s s, and those of the sec 
ond section are marked t 15 t 25. 0 represents 
the inner end disk of the ?rst section, and P 
a disk intermediate of the ends of the second 
section. The said disks are slotted or chan 
neled to receive the central ?anges of the T 
bars, and when same are in place straps or 
hands are passed around the disks and bars, 
forming (in the present illustration) octago 
nal bands v. The disk 0 is channeled to re 
ceive all the bars of both sections, eight bars 
in all, while the other disks receive only four 
bars. Q Q Q Q, represent clips, each having 
a pair of T-slots to receive one bar of each 
section. These clips are located on the in 
ner ends of the bars of the second section 
and are movable upon the bars of the ?rst 
section, and when the desired telescopic ad_ 
justment has been made according the de 
sired length of the roller the inner split ends 
of the clips are drawn together by bolts, as 
best shown in Fig. 7, and thereby the bars of 
the two sections of the roller are held ?rmly 
together in the adjusted position. The jour 
nals orarbors of the rollerare mounted in suit 
able bearings in the travelers I I, through 
which they project, spools R S being made fast 
to said-projecting ends of the said journals or 
arbors. 
T represents the awning, consisting of a 

strip of suitable fabric of the proper width, 
the upper end of which is secured to the wall 
A of the building, as shown at w w, and the 
lower end of which is made fast to the bars 
of the roller. The wings or side pieces of 
the awning are made separate therefrom, one 
wing being shown at U in Fig. 1, and to the 
upper oblique edge of the fabric of the wing 
are secured rings m a? as, through which is 
passed a heavy cord y, one end of which is 
secured to a lug 2 on the bracket B and the 
other end to the lug c on the bracket F. The 
outwardly-turned lower end of the projecting 
armj of each traveler projects under the ad 
jacent cord y, as best shown in Fig. 2. ' 

Secured to the wall A, above the plane of 
the top of the awning T, are three pulleys CL’ 
6’ c’. A cord d’ is secured at one end to the 

spool R and passes through an eye in the 
guide-lug m on the adjacent traveler I, thence 
above and parallel with the traveler-bar E D 
on that side and around pulley a’, and thence 
along the face of the wall A‘to and past pul 
ley I)" and around pulley c’ and down. 
similar cord e’ is made fast at one end to 
spool S and thence passes through an eye in 
the guide-lug m on the adjacent traveler and 
along parallel with and above the traveler 
bar E D on this side and around pulley b’ and 
down over pulley c’, the ends of the two cords 
d’ e’ being united and connected to a handle 
f’, hanging down just within reach of an op 
erator on the ground or sidewalk. WVhen the 
awning T is down its full length, as shown in 
Fig. 1, the cords (1’ c’ are vwound to their 
fullest extent upon the spools R S, and the 
lower end of the awning is wound only one 
turn around the roller. It will thus be seen 
that when-the operator draws down on the 
handle f’ this draws the travelers I I upward 
on the traveler-bars D E D E, the cords d’ e’ 
unwinding from their spools and the awning 
T winding up on its roller as the travelers 
are drawn upward, while at the same time 
the described projecting ends of the arms jj 
on the travelers will be drawn into contact 
with the adjacent rings a: no on the cords y y, 
and thus force the wings or side pieces U U 
‘of the awning up with them,so that said wings 
are final] y bunched together against the wall 
A when the awning is ?nally wound up, as 
described. The weight of the travelers and 
roller is just a little more than that of the 
weights L L, and when it is desired to let 
down the awning this will be accomplished 
by gravity, as the wheels of the travelers 
move down the traveler-bars, the armsjj 
carrying down the front ends of the described 
wings at the same time. 
Some city ordinances prohibit the perma 

nent projection of awning-frames, and there 
fore the traveler and support bars are con 
structed with hinges and joints, as shown, so 
that when the awning is rolled up and the 
cord ends fastened in any suitable way the 
parts G of the support-bars can be discon 
nected from the parts H thereof and the 
parts of the awning-frame properly folded 
away from the sidewalk and toward or against 
the wall A. 

‘In order to guard against the ?apping of 
the awning T and to keep it from being raised 
by air-currents, I make a triangular slot g’ 
in each side, protecting same bya plateVon 
the under side, which plates have like slots 
therein, and through these slots I pass the 
triangular heads h’ of weighted rods W, 
turning said rods then partly-around, so that 
the base of the triangular head of each is 
above and across the apex of the triangular 
slot, as shown in Fig. 4. The upper end of 
the said rod W is provided with a horizon 
tal cross-bar i’, at one end of which is a ver 
tical upward-extending projection j’, which 
forms the neck of the described head h’, while 
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at the other end of said cross-bar there is 
a vertical downward projection 76’, adapted 
when the rod W has been inserted through 
the slot g’ and turned to the described locked 
position to rest over the upper edge of the 
traveler-bar E, While below this there is an 
other lateral projection m’ on said bar W, 
adapted to extend below‘ the lower edge of 
said traveler-bar, all as best shown in Fig. 3, 
whereby the possible lift of the awning T un 
der the force of the wind is restricted. 
Having thus described myinvention, what 

I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is— 

1. The combination with a pair of suitably 
supported traveler-bars, of travelers adapted 
to move back and forth upon said bars, a 
transverse roller supported by said travelers, 
and an awning made stationary at its upper 
end and secured to said roller at its lower 
end, and adapted to roll up on said roller as 
the latter is drawn toward the stationary end 
of the awning, or to unwind from said roller 
as the latter is carried outward by the move 
ment of said travelers. 

2, Thecombinationwithasupportingstruc 
ture and a pair of suitably-supported inclined 
traveler-bars extending therefrom, of travel 
ers adapted to move back and forth upon said 
bars, a transverse roller having journals or 
arbors mounted in said travelers, spools fast 
on the projecting‘ends of said journals or ar 
bors, sprocket-wheels on the supports of said 
traveler- bars, sprocket - chains attached at 
their forward ends to said travelers and pass 
ing over said sprocket-wheels, counterbal 
ance-weights at the rear ends of said chains; 
a series of pulleys attached to the supporting 
structure; cords attached to said spools and 
in engagement with said pulleys, and an awn 
ing secured at one end to said supporting 
structure and at the other end to said trans 
verse roller. 

3. The combination with a supporting struc 
ture and a pair of suitably-supported inclined 
traveler-bars extending therefrom, of a pair 
of cords supported beneath and parallel with 
said traveler-bars; a pair of awning-wings or 
side pieces suspended from said cords by rings 
secured to the upper edges of said wings; a 
pair of travelers adapted to move back and 
forth upon said bars and having downward 
extending arms terminating in outwardly-pro 
jecting ends extending beneath said cords; a 
transverse roller journaled in said travelers; 
an awning secured at one en d to said support 
ing structure and at the other end to said 
transverse roller, and cords secured to said 
roller for drawing the said travelers upward 
and thereby simultaneously rolling up the 
awning on said roller and drawing up the 
said awning-wings on the suspension-cords. 

4. The combination with a supporting struc~ 
ture and a pair of inclined traveler~bars con 
nected thereto, of a pair of support-bars, also 
connected to said structure and adjustably 
connected to said traveler~bars, a pair of trav 

elers movable upon said traveler-bars; a trans 
verse roller j ournaled in said travelers; an 
awning secured at its upper end to said struc 
ture and at its lower end to said transverse ‘ 
roller, and means for drawing said travelers 
upward and thereby winding up said awning 
on said roller. I 

5. The combination with a supportingr struc 
ture of a pair of inclined traveler-bars pivot 
ally secured thereto; a pair of brackets sea 
cured to the lower ends of said bars and hav— 
ing curved upward-projecting portions; apair 
of support-bars pivotally connected to said 
structure and adjustably connected to said 
brackets; a pair of travelers movable upon 
said traveler-bars,and having forked branches 
at their lower ends for engagement with the 
upper projecting portions of said brackets; a 
transverse roller journaled in said travelers; 
an awning secured at its upper end to said 
structure and at its lower end to said trans 
verse roller, and operating=cords for drawing 
said travelers upward and thereby winding 
up said awning on said roller. 

6. The combination withasupportingstruc 
ture of a pair of suitably-supported traveler 
bars extending therefrom; a pair of travel 
ers movable upon said bars; a transverse 
roller journaled in said travelers; an awning 
secured at its upper end to said structure and 
at its lower end to said transverse roller, said 
awning being formed with angular slots ad 
jacent to each edge thereof; weighted rods 
having angular heads adapted to pass through 
said slots, and lateral projections adapted to 
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extend above ‘and below said traveler-bars, ' 
and operating-cords for drawing said travel 
ers upward and thereby winding up said awn 
ing on said roller. ‘ 

'7. The combination with asupporting struc 
ture of upper and lower brackets extending 
therefrom, a pair of inclined two-part trav 
eler- bars pivotally attached to said upper 
brackets; hinge-plates uniting the two parts 
of each traveler-bar; brackets rigidly secured 
to the lower ends of said traveler-bars; a pair 
of two-part support-bars pivotally attached 
to the lower brackets on said supporting 
structure, the two parts of each support-bar 
being adj ustably united by slot-and-bolt con 
nection, and the outer part of each support 
bar being'pivotally connected to the brackets 
on the lower ends of the traveler-bars; a pair 
of travelers movable upon said traveler-bars 
and having forked branches at their lower 
ends for engagement with the brackets on the 
lower ends of the traveler-bars; a longitudi 
nally-adjustable transverse roller journaled 
in said travelers; a longitudinally-adjustable 
shaft journaled in the upper brackets on the 
supporting structure; sprocket-wheels on said 
shaft; sprocket-chains attached to said trav 
elers, and passing over said sprocket-wheels; 
counterbalance-weights on the free ends of 
said chains; an awning secured at one end to 
said supporting structure and at the other 
end to said roller, and operating-cords for 
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drawing said travelers upward, and thereby 
Winding up said awning on said roller. 

8. The combination With a supporting struc 
ture of a pair of suitably-supported traveler 
bars extending therefrom; a pair of travel 
ers movable on said bars, and a longitudi 
nally-adjustable awning-roller comprising 
two telescoping sections, having outer end 
disks provided with arbors journaled in said 
travelers, the said sections being formed of 
series of T-shaped bars, internal supporting 
disks and external bands, and the bars of one 

a 652,263 

section being connected to the bars of the 
other section by a series of clips, each clip 
having a pair of T-slots to receive one bar of 
each section. 

In testimony that I claiin the foregoingI 
have hereunto set my hand, at Milwaukee, in 
the conntyof Milwaukee and State of Wiscon 
sin, in the presence of two Witnesses. 

CHAS. H. HANSEN. 
Witnesses: 

H. G. UNDERWOOD, 
B. O. ROLOFF. 


